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HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 427

Introduced by Kabataan Party-list REPRESENTATIVE SARAH JANE I. ELAGO

A RESOLUTION
COMMENDING CARLOS YULO AS THE FIRST SOUTHEAST ASIAN MALE GOLD MEDALIST IN WORLD ARTISTIC GYMNASTIC CHAMPIONSHIP HELD IN STUTTGART, GERMANY

WHEREAS, Carlos Yulo is already worthy of emulation after winning bronze medal 2018 Edition in Doha Qatar and a promising star in the field of Gymnast;

WHEREAS, Carlos Yulo is the first Southeast Asian Male and the first Filipino to have won the Gold Medal in the World Championship. Yulo stunned the world for his world-class and breathtaking performance in the said competition;

WHEREAS, Artem Dolgopyat, Yulo’s main competitor in gold medal was leading far but Yulo were able to surpass Dolgopyat in surprising double straight with a full twist and finishing a clean triple twist;

WHEREAS, Yulo’s routine gained him a score of 15.300, beating Dolgopyat’s 15.200 score, an inch lead despite Dolgopyat’s prior huge lead. This proves that the inherent talent of Carlos Yulo is truly a “National Pride;”

WHEREAS, Yulo’s routine is the highest in terms of degree of difficulty among the entries. Carlos Yulo gained 6.500 against the runner-up Dolgopyat’s 6.400;

WHEREAS, Yulo’s routine as described by specialists and commentators as “dynamic” and “exquisite” is truly a world-class performance that the Philippines should be proud of;

WHEREAS, Carlos Yulo is the second Filipino to qualify in the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and will compete in the 2019 ASEAN Games;
WHEREAS, Carlos Yulo's achievement is an epitome of what Filipino athletes can achieve in the international arena of sports;

WHEREAS, Carlos Yulo's is an inspiration to all Filipino athletes; that through determination and will, they can withstand challenges and fear, and seed hope and glory for the Philippines;

WHEREAS, Carlos Yulo is a Filipino icon worthy of all adulation, and should serve as a model of excellence to all Filipinos in striving for wins and hope.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, to congratulate and commend Carlos Yulo for his outstanding achievement in bagging the Gold medal in the World Artistic Gymnastic Championship, and as the first Filipino and Southeast Asian male to ever hold the title;

RESOLVED, FURTHER, that gymnast Carlos Yulo be furnished a copy of this resolution.

Adopted,

Rep. SARAH JANE I. ELAGO
Kabataan Party-list